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Editor’s 
Notes

Any who doubted the power of 
eBay as the best yard sale in his-

tory had to become believers if they 
were watching the site over the last 
three months. Typewriter collectors 
had the opportunity to buy, or sim-
ply observe, a number of real rarities.
 This Hammond no. 1 has an ex-
traordinary keyboard that looks like 
it was factory-installed. The keys are 
short and look like polished wooden 
ingers. The seller could not ind a 
serial number on the machine. Is it 
very early?
 The Gardner, also known as the 
Victoria, is an English rarity noto-
rious for its absurd keyboard. This 
specimen was marketed in Germany 
by the Attila bicycle company. 
 Two unusual index typewriters also 
appeared on eBay. The McLoughlin 
(below) is a very rare, carefully con-
structed design. The Kosmopolit is 
a large, sophisticated machine that 
was the second typewriter to be 
manufactured in Germany; this 
one typed in Russian.

±
 The seller of the Kosmopolit 
was yours truly. Of course I would 

have loved to keep this extraordinary 
item, but sometimes family inances 
have to take priority. Although I 
didn’t get to keep it for long, I won’t 
complain—it was a treat to be able 
to clean it, inspect it, and understand 
it. I also learned that such a machine 
was once used to print an illegal pam-
phlet by Lenin in the 1890s, which 
was then reproduced by hectograph. 
It’s striking how often the objects we 
collect have a political dimension.
 The Kosmopolit is now back in 
the land of its birth, in the hands of 
a happy German collector.

±
 It’s time to subscribe for another 
year, and our prices have not gone 
up. Please consult the subscription 
information at left, and resubscribe 
promptly. Thank you!
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T 
he name Junior has been given 
to a number of typewriters over 
the years, including the little 

typewheel machine that became the 
Bennett and a German toy index type-
writer. The name also belongs to one of 
the most charming European portables 
of the postwar era. This Junior is a very 
compact machine, but it has a standard-
sized keyboard and is generally of high 
quality. 
 What we know about the origin of 
this machine we owe to the eforts of 
collector Pere Padrosa—founder, with 
his wife Margarita Pierre, of the Museu 
de la Tècnica de l’Empordà in Figueres, 
Catalonia, Spain. In late 2007 Mr. Pad-
rosa visited Anna Francés in her home 
town of Ventalló, near Figueres. Along 
with a Junior typewriter, Anna Francés 
donated several documents to the mu-
seum that show that the device was in-
vented by her father, Jorge Francés Gar-
cía.

 We see Mr. Francés in the photo 
above, gesturing toward some Juniors 
on display at an industrial exhibition 
in Valencia in May 1956. On his left, 
according to Anna Francés, is a local 
politician of the day. Above the type-
writers we can read a sign advertising 

“the smallest machine with the great-
est qualities.” The sign hanging below 
the typewriters appears to read, in part, 

“Incredible! But here it is. The most […] 
typewriter […] 3 years….” 
 It may be that the development of 
the Junior began some three years before 
the photo was taken. What we know, 
thanks to a contract provided by Mr. 
Francés’ daughter, is that on July 1, 1954, 
he agreed to have his invention manu-
factured in Valencia, entering into a ten-

year partnership with two men who pro-
vided 400,000 pesetas in capital for the 
enterprise: José Alonso Valls and Matías 
Bosch Provencio. According to the con-
tract, Jorge Francés was a native of Bar-
celona living in Valencia. His invention 
is described as a máquina de escribir escolar 
o juguete mecanográico: “student typewrit-
er or typewriting toy.” The number of 
the patent is left blank in the contract. A 
recent search on the Spanish patent da-
tabase could not uncover any patent for 
a typewriter granted to Mr. Francés. It 
may be that he could not obtain a patent, 
but manufacture proceeded anyway.
 José Alonso Valls contributed 75% 
of the funds and was a 60% stakeholder 
in the company (the other two partners 
had 20% each). Alonso is described as an 

“industrialist” and “owner of a company 
dedicated to the manufacture of parts 
and replacement parts for typewriters, 
by the name of Industrias Mecanográi-
cas, located at Calle del Doctor Sumsi no. 

J U N I O R
by Maria Victòria Carberol, Alfredo Sirvent, Will Davis, José Isusi, & Richard Polt

“the smallest machine with the greatest qualities”
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32.” The contract speciies that Alonso 
and Bosch may continue “manufactur-
ing and selling typewriters in their cur-
rent manner.” It was not just parts, then, 
but whole typewriters that Alonso man-
ufactured. The name should look famil-
iar: in issue 86 we looked at the Regia, 
Talbos, and Andina, made in Valencia by 
Talleres Alonso (Alonso Manufacturing). 
It seems obvious that this was the same 
Alonso, and that the Junior, though a le-
gally separate enterprise, was intended 
to complement the line of mid-sized por-
tables that Talleres Alonso was produc-
ing. It should be noted that the address 
for Alonso’s factory given in the contract 
(Calle Dr. Sumsi 32) is diferent from the 
known address for the Regia (Avenida 
de Peris y Valero 140, in a 1951 ad found 
by José Isusi). But the addresses are only 
two blocks apart. As Dr. Sumsi is a pri-
marily residential street, the address pro-
vided for Industrias Mecanográicas may 
have been Alonso’s home.
 We can also see some similarities 
between the Regia and the Junior. As 
Will Davis observes, “It’s semi-odd to 
have screw heads and fasteners pro-
truding through the sides” on a 1950s 
typewriter. “The Regia has this, and so 
does the Junior. Also, there’s that pe-
culiar lip-forward bonnet, again com-
mon design-wise to both.” The ribbon 
cover on both the Regia and the Junior 
tilts forward, instead of backward as 
on most typewriters of the time. “This 
is likely peculiar to a given designer or 
engineer’s way of thinking about how 
‘something should be done,’ and is an 
odd quirk. Then, there’s also the ten-

dency in both lines to use model num-
bers to relect years (in several Junior 
models, and also the Regia 61).”
 By the way, the name given in the 
contract for Alonso’s enterprise, Indus-
trias Mecanográicas, should not be con-
fused with Industrial Mecanográica, a 
company in Eibar (in the Spanish Basque 
Country, far from Valencia, which lies 
on the Mediterranean coast). This com-
pany produced its own line of portables, 
as we’ll see in a future issue of ETCetera.
 Thanks to various specimens pre-
served by collectors, we can reconstruct 
the evolution of the Junior.
 The earliest Junior (which we will 
call the model 1) types only in capital 
letters. José Isusi spotted an example of 
this model in the collection of a histori-
cal society. He also reports that it was ad-
vertised for 1600 pesetas as the Sabater 
typewriter, model Avión, by the Sabater 
department store in Zaragoza. Ribbon 
spools are exposed, and a small lever for 
reversing the ribbon protrudes from the 
left top of the machine. There is no car-
riage return lever. The machine seems 
primitive, but it includes a sophisticated 
feature typical of the very best portable 
typewriters, such as Smith-Coronas and 
Erikas: a parallel key action system that 
maintains the keytops in a horizontal 
position as you type.
 The model 2 can no longer be con-
sidered a toy. It types in both upper and 
lower case, with a shift key on the left. 
The ribbon spools are covered by a panel 
that tilts forward. 
 Next are models 56 and 58, which 
we might reasonably assume were intro-

duced in 1956 and 1958. Also used dur-
ing this period was the name variant 
Winsor Special De Luxe. The 58, which 
improves the construction of the piece 
holding the segment, is the Junior most 
frequently found. There are several vari-
ants within this model, as illustrated on 
the following pages.
 Model 62 (1962?) is a departure in 
design, with a less rounded look. The 
structural frame of the typewriter is now 
separate from the exterior body, which 
shows no screws on the side. The model 
number is indicated on the back. The 
complicated parallel key action has been 
dropped, and the ribbon cover now tilts 
backwards, making this a more conven-
tional portable altogether. The model 62 
adds a right margin stop but, like its pre-
decssors, has no bicolor ribbon capacity 
or margin release. 
 José Isusi has found that the model 
62 was sold in Bilbao by Agustín Mar-
tínez Chaveli, a native of Valencia, who 
attached a decal reading Turia, after a 
river whose mouth lies in Valencia. His 
price was 1875 pesetas. The Turia decal 
has also been seen on a model 56.
 A contract dated January 8, 1964, giv-
en to the MTE by Anna Francés, shows 
that her father sold 2/3 of his stake in 
the company to the other partners at 
that time. The contract states that he 
was currently receiving 2400 pesetas 
per week for his contribution to the en-
terprise. (This is roughly equivalent to 
€300 or $450 today.) This contract refers 
to a company constitution dated Nov. 12, 
1956; one might infer that production 
did not begin in earnest until that year 

A Junior 58 between two of its bigger cousins. Like the late ’30s Smith-Corona portable, this Junior has metal-rimmed, glass-covered, round 
keys and a parallel key action mechanism. Despite its petite dimensions, its keyboard and carriage are nearly the size of the Smith-Corona’s. 
Like the Voss, the Junior has attractive ’50s styling: the spacebar is integrated with the front frame, and the side is decorated with a swoop.
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On this early (?) model 58 (#�19�, MTE coll.), 
the shift keys are curiously marked with “Sujeta 

Mayúsculas” (Shift Lock) and an arrow that would 
normally indicate a backspacer.

Junior 58 #C��68 (Polt coll.; also pictured on cover & p. �). 
Note the ribbon cover that tilts forward, and the color coordi-

nated ribbon spools and segment. Shifting tilts the carriage back.

Junior model 1 (?) #133� (photo by José Isusi). The caps-
only keyboard allows you to ¿ASK A QUESTION? 

but not to ¡MAKE AN EXCLAMATION!

Junior �, no serial number  (MTE collection, donated by 
Anna Francés). Both this specimen and the machine at left 

are inished in wrinkle paint.

Junior 56 #�906 (Sirvent coll.) There is no shift lock key, but 
the shift can be locked by moving the shift key to the side. Like all 
Juniors before model 6�, it has a margin setting only on the left.

(when the Junior was shown at the in-
dustrial exhibition in May), and that the 
earlier models 1 and 2 were produced in 
small, experimental batches. 
 Probably the last incarnation of the 
Junior is the Alondra (Lark), which 
Alfredo Sirvent dates around 1966. The 

angular lines of its sheet metal body re-
semble the design of lat Olympia por-
tables of the day. The carriage is longer 
(11.5 inches), and a margin release key has 
been added.
 The Junior is an obscure typewriter. 
To our knowledge it was never exported, 

and it is not often found even in Spain. 
One can almost see the individual hand-
icraft that went into creating each ma-
chine. This personal touch, along with 
the attractive styling applied to a tiny 
typewriter, makes the Junior a worthy 
addition to any collection. ±

Underside of machine at left
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Junior 6� #A-850� (Isusi coll.)

Junior 6� #A-5078 (Sirvent coll.). This model was sold both 
in a plastic case and in a soft zippered case. 

Alondra #A-677� (Sirvent coll.)  Notable for its long carriage and 
carriage return lever, as well as its inferior, warped plastic spacebar.

Another model 58 (#C-�686, Sirvent coll.) features modern 
plastic keys. All Juniors seem to have four-digit serial numbers, 
sometimes preceded by the letter A, B, or C. Other typewriters 

built by Talleres Alonso use a similar system.

A handsome blue model 58 (#9000, Sirvent coll.). Some 
other available colors were black, green, and brown. The 

case is now streamlined plastic. 

Winsor Special De Luxe #B-1070 (Polt coll.) This 
machine comes in  a cloth-covered wooden case. 

Plastic shift keys, shift lock on the left.
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JUNIOR road test
by Will Davis

We were very fortunate recently 
to receive an example of that 

leeting Spanish-made portable, the JU-
NIOR, by courtesy of Richard Polt for 
the purpose of performing a technical 
analysis and review in our usual style. 
The Junior (and identical name variants 
such as the Winsor) were originally in-
tended to be instructional machines for 
new (young) typists, and were also sup-
posed to have been capable of more se-
rious work as well. The example at hand 
is Junior Mod. 58, serial number 8566.
 The Junior is a four-bank, single 
shift machine employing a rocking 
carriage shift much like that found on 
the earlier, small lat Paillard/Hermes 
machines and on the Corona Zephyr 
and later Skyriter, although with a 
diferent construction. Dimensionally 
the Junior is certainly among the most 
compact four-bank typewriters ever 
reviewed here, in every dimension, being 
10-1/4 inches wide over its outer frame, 
10 inches from front to rear, and with a 
body shell just under 4 inches in height, 
although the return lever and paper bail 
exceed this dimension. The keyboard 
is forty-two keys typing eighty-four 
characters; igures 2 through 9 are 
available, as are ive symbol keys, one of 
which is a dead key. A back space key is 
provided. Shift keys are present at both 
sides, with shift lock on the left only.
 Carriage features of the machine 
are reminiscent of many machines 
made during the early 1930s which were 
devoid of options, but are more complete 
than those found on what might be 
considered as toy typewriters of any 
sort. Line spacing is accomplished by 
the return lever, but there is no provision 
for variable spacing; the lever hinges 
down for placement in a carrying case 
which, unfortunately, in this machine’s 
life did not survive. A ratchet lockout 
is available; the paper release lever is 
immediately behind this lever on the 
top left of the carriage. A full paper bail 
with two rollers is provided with simple 
swing action. Carriage release is on the 
right side only; platen (“twirler”) knobs 

are on both sides. The only variable 
stop to arrest carriage motion is the left 
margin stop; there is no right stop at all 
and no warning bell. 
 The ribbon cover is of interest, 
hinging at its front and swinging in an arc 
somewhat like the hood on a sportscar! 
Certainly there are few machines with 
a design like this, and this feature may 
be common to Talleres Alonso SA 
machines. The Junior takes standard 
ribbon spools and has automatic reverse 
forks which require eyelet style ribbons. 
Only a single-color ribbon is provided 
for in this example.
 Of particularly special design is 
the key lever and type bar mechanism 
employed. A certain triumph of design is 
the inclusion of parallel key action in the 
Junior, with a keytop travel roughly 5/8 
of an inch straight down. The provision 
of this feature may well have been part 
and parcel of the design necessary to get 
such a small machine built in the irst 
place, but the design provides for a much 
more positive and irm action than the 
small size of the machine might irst 
indicate. As is the case in many small 
typewriters, both the escapement trip 
and ribbon advance are operated by the 
same bail, which in this case is under 
the machine and contacted by tangs 
extending from the bottom swing links of 
the key lever mechanism. Interestingly, 
the heart of this mechanism is the 
casting that contains the fulcrum wires 
for upper and lower swing links and 
is conceptually like the dowel block 
or plate found in some machines; this 
casting is machined identically on upper 
and lower surfaces and examination 
reveals that it is reversible, or in other 
words cannot be installed upside down 
since the machinings are mirror images 
of each other on the casting. 
 Having dispensed with the 
mechanical details of this interesting 
little “intermediate” typewriter, we can 
now progress to our subjective analysis. 
One is immediately struck by the small 
size and light weight of this machine, 
and those familiar with typewriters will 

quickly note the tiny type bars, only 3 
inches in length from fulcrum wire hole 
to the tip of the type slug. However, 
the typing action is much more solid 
than this size would indicate; a much 
more reined, even gentle, feel is given 
than one inds on other machines of 
this size envelope (the Corona Four is 
close in overall size, as an example). The 
shift action is positive and absolutely 
bounce free. The carriage details and 
appurtenances are a bit disappointing 
when compared with the rest of the 
machine on which the carriage is 
mounted, but perhaps if we consider the 
intent of the design the carriage isn’t a 
letdown, but the type action a pleasant 
surprise.
 We took the machine to Your 
Typewriter & Computer, and Craig 
Burnham and Dan Supek looked it over 
and gave us their feelings. Dan quickly 
noted the textured shift and shift lock 
key tops—which would be handy for 
learning to type simply by feel. The 
thin type bars could be easily bent, and 
in fact manufacturing tolerances all 
over the machine are not particularly 
tight—perhaps the worst being the 
actual segment itself. However, the 
machine does strike well, and both felt 
that it would have been decent when 
new. They feel that they could get it to 
work fairly well even now. One luxury 
feature they noted was that the paper 
bail actually has rollers, which many 
other much more expensive typewriters 
didn’t have.
 The Junior Model 58 is a likeable 
machine, perhaps because of its 
ambition; one sure sign that in at least 
one case its intent was fulilled is the 
fact that this Junior was obviously 
very heavily used. Toy typewriters are 
frequently found lightly used, or unused; 
this is because the idea was often much 
better than the execution. Were one 
to have purchased a Junior in Spain in 
the late ’50s for a student to learn with 
and use in grade school, one would have 
been well pleased. ±
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Rarities in Cologne
Here are some highlights of the November �1 sale by Auction Team Breker—featuring the last installment of the 

Onondaga Historical Association collection. As always, our small selection emphasizes typewriters that are one of a 
kind or have rarely been pictured in the collectors’ literature. Thanks to Uwe Breker for the photos.

One of the most historically signiicant machines in the Onon-
daga collection is this Sholes prototype, similar to the one used 
by Lillian Sholes in an 1870s photo well known to collectors. 

This model, writes Uwe Breker, was “presented by James 
Densmore to E. Remington & Sons of Ilion, NY/USA to 

demonstrate the new invention. Probably made by Mathias 
Schwalbach at Kleinsteuber’s workshop in Milwaukee.”

Here is one of the Remington-made Sholes & 
Gliddens, serial number 1�1�, with handpaint-

ed decorations.

An ornamented prototype of a smaller,
 portable Sholes typewriter. The machine above with its 

keyboard cover open.
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The remains of an understroke Halda, 
one of the Swedish company’s irst ven-

tures into typewriter manufacture.

Nocoblick: a music typewriter built around a Blickensderfer no. 
8, produced by Groyen and Richtmann of Cologne. The typewheel 
prints musical symbols, and the pointer at left revolves the platen, 

indicating the position of notes on a staf. The machine is installed on 
a table with pedals that control some functions.

Lignose: German three-bank made for only a few 
months in 19��. Note the vertical ribbon spools.

Marden prototype (ca. 193�). Ordinary 
 looking, but probably one of a kind. ±
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“Could you make a model for me? It 
only needs to be about this wide,” 

said Robert Messenger, creator of Can-
berra’s Australian Typewriter Musem, 
as he spread his hands to indicate a box 
shape about four or ive inches wide and 
about as high. “No detail, just enough to 
show the kids who come to the museum 
roughly what the irst commercial type-
writer looked like.”
 A little basic model like that should 
be easy, I thought, and I nodded. But 
my curiosity as to what this typewriter 
looked like, and how it worked, had tak-
en hold. 
 Perhaps I looked a bit uncertain, be-
cause he continued, “The keys could 
be painted on. I could send you some 
photos.” 
 It all sounded simple enough, no de-
tail, really not much more than a little 
box with a roller on top. A far cry from 
woodcarving—my hobby—but by then 
I had all but agreed to make it.
 Eagerly I awaited the arrival of the 
photographs—and what a monster that 
machine was. In no way could this his-
toric and magniicent, iconic typewriter 
be represented by a tiny and oversimpli-
ied model in a typewriter museum. It 
had to be full scale.
 From the photographs, which in-
cluded several later models, it was dii-
cult to work out the exact proportions. 
However, there was the indication of a 
ruler with subdivisions along the top of 
one machine. I presumed it to be related 
to the type and therefore in inches, and 
each with ten divisions. Guided by this 
scale, I prepared a full scale plan of the 
basic framework. Working out the me-
chanical parts was going to be a bit more 
tricky but that, I thought, could wait for 
now.
 Progress went on hold for a while be-
cause we were renovating the kitchen 
area down at the Woodcraft Guild. 
Someone had brought in some old lami-
nated cupboards but they were not much 
use. The doors, however, looked ideal to 
use for the typewriter frame and were 
duly rescued.

 It was not until the kitchen area was 
inished and I had the pieces for the 
typewriter frame cut out and temporar-
ily assembled, that the sheer size of this 
monster was apparent. And the other 
bits, such as the platen mechanism and 
the keys, would now have to be made in 
some detail. 
 “Oh dear! This job is going to snow-
ball,” I muttered, realizing just what I 
had let myself in for.
 That evening, I examined the pho-
tos with a lens to try to work out the 
details of the platen and associated 
mechanisms. 
 “It’s only a model, a mock up,” I re-
minded myself. “It only needs enough to 
look like the real thing from a distance.” 
Another fatal remark, the sort that sets 
of the subconscious challenge to ensure 
this would be more than a mock up.
 The next morning, I was up early, 
eager to go mining the piles of wonder-
ful metal bits in the shed—just junk, 
my wife said—that I could use for the 
mechanism. 
  What’s that old Scottish proverb dear 
to the hearts of shed junkies? “If you 
keep something for seven years, you’ll 
ind a use for it.” How true!
 The search for the roller for the plat-
en came irst, as everything had to be 
built around it. And there it was, a cyl-
inder of an old copy machine. Most of 

the morning was spent mining the nu-
merous glory boxes of treasure for oth-
er suitable bits. Out came rods, gears, 
springs, rollers and grommets from vari-
ous dismantled oice machines, wheels 
of a sliding door, a wheel of a child’s toy 
(I wonder if someone is still looking for 
a replacement wheel), umpteen brackets, 
and so on. Out came bits I had not seen 
for years and bits I knew I had but for 
years could not ind!
 “What on earth is all that for?” she 
said as, triumphantly, I carried a box of 
bits inside to the workshop.
 “Ah ha! You’ll see,” I replied, the chal-
lenge of putting it all together mounting 
by the minute. 
 Constructing the platen and associ-
ated mechanism was a bit of trial and 
error—after all, I was a woodcarver, not 
a metal worker, and there were no plans, 
only a few photographs to work from. 
But eventually it looked something like 
the photo and it could be moved back 
and forth, and the platen clicked as it 
turned—if only by hand.
 The phone interrupted my self-praise 
session. 
 “Are you still after the ebony and ivory 
from old pianos? … Our neighbor wants 
to dump their old upright piano. … Says 
it can’t be restored and says you can have 
it or it goes to the tip” (the dump).
 Now, transporting an old upright pi-
ano is not easy. They are big and heavy 
and best irst taken to pieces, and this 
was not the irst one I had taken to 
pieces. Typewriter construction went on 
hold again, because rescuing ebony and 
ivory was a priority. 
 A friend in the Guild was after some 
more piano bits for a sculpture, so I 
dumped the keyboard mechanism in-
tact, bar the ebony and ivory keys, down 
at the Guild, ready for his inspection.
 A few days later with distraction over, 
it was back to the S&G monster. The 
irst thing I noticed was the shiny me-
tallic tube I had used for the platen. 
 “Yuck. I’ll have to paint that,” I 
thought. “Better still, why not cover it 
in an inner tube from a bicycle wheel?” 

My Homemade Sholes & Gliden
y Keith Houston
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So down tools and it was of to the lo-
cal bike shop.
 “No,” he said quite emphatically, 
showing me a few tubes, including 
one of a mountain bike. “There’s not 
much chance of getting it over that—a 
bicycle tube’s too small. What about a 
motorbike inner tube?”
 Good one. So with platen and asso-
ciated gear to hand, it was of to the 
town’s industrial estate and motor-
bike repair workshop.
 Innocently, I strolled into the work-
shop to be confronted by a bunch of 
burly, bearded bikies with tattoos dis-
appearing under their greasy leather 
jackets.
 “Oh heck!” I thought. “This is going 
to be interesting.” 
 “Hello!” I said somewhat sheepishly, 
holding this strange piece of machinery 
in front of me—a piece of machinery 
totally out of place in this workshop.
 As one, they turned and looked 
at ‘the piece’. Their curiosity was 
aroused.
 “Ever seen one of these before?” I 
teased. But no one wanted to admit 
that they did not know what part of a 
bike, or what bike, it was of. I won-
dered if several of them could even 
read, let alone type.
 Not daring to push my luck, I ex-
plained it was part of a 135 year old 
typewriter. Well, perhaps it was their 
displacement activity at having been 
caught out, but it seemed to make their 
day. Machinery was their pseudo-forte 
and questions abounded as the reason 
for my visit emerged.
 “An old inner tube? Yes,” the me-
chanic said, rescuing me. “I reckon we 
should ’ave a few of ’em that would it 
over that.”
 He went over to a large rubbish bin 
and pulled out tube after tube. I chose 
a few and gratefully retreated, the 
tubes hanging over my arm. 
 “That’ll get them talking,” I mused, 
but inside I was grinning from ear to 
ear.
 One tube looked perfect. It had a 
long smooth section with no ridges. I 
cut of a good length and pulled it over 
the platen. It was tight and a struggle 
but it meant it should not work loose. I 
trimmed of the ends and mounted the 
platen on the machine. 
 “What’s that?” I muttered looking 

closely at the tube. Bright metal was 
showing through two small holes in 
the tube. I had chosen the bit with the 
puncture. 
 “Too bad, I’m not changing it now. 
Besides, it’s part of the provenance,” I 
rationalized. 
 The challenge of making the platen 
move when a key was pressed absorbed 
me. To make it move using any key 
would be a bit iddly, but if just the 
spacebar … 
 “A gear wheel and a clutch should 
do, and it will enable the platen to be 
returned.”
 I cut the gear from a very large wash-
er and incorporated a spring, using the 
ring part of a door handle to hold the 
spring in place. Once the pressure on 
the spring was adjusted, it worked well, 
the space bar pushing a lever which 
moved the cog on by one tooth which, 
in turn, pulled a cord attached to the 
platen. 
 “Is that the door bell?” she called 
out. 
 “No,” I replied. “I just hit a bit of 
metal.”
 Idea! The door handle bit was the 
source of the ring. I hit it again and 
again. So there went the rest of the 
evening, modifying the mechanism so 
the bell was rung by the movement of 
the platen. 
 “So much for a little, simple wooden 
model,” I thought. “It’s already taken 
me over a week!”
 But I had yet to work out how I was 
going to make the Qwerty keyboard, 
and it kept me awake that night think-
ing of what to use. At least, I thought, 
as I consoled myself in the early hours, 
I could hear that welcome overnight 
rain.
 “Oh no! That piano keyboard and 
bits are out in the rain. Keyboard, 
that’s it. Of course! I’ll use bits from 
the piano keyboard mechanism for the 
typewriter keyboard.”
 Even though it was still raining, I 
couldn’t wait to get down to the Guild 
in the morning to check out the pia-
no bits. The hinged wooden bits with 
the built in spring were ideal for what 
I wanted. The rain had not damaged 
them, only made the job of getting 
them of a bit messy.
 Back home, I measured the space 
required for each letter. The hinge bits 

were a perfect it, and all I had to do 
now was to trim them to length and 
mount them in four rows—easier said 
than done, as I had to once again mod-
ify the spacebar/platen mechanism to 
it them in. 
 Small rectangular metal pieces, also 
rescued of the piano keyboard, were 
added to the perimeter of the opening 
in the top of the machine. They ac-
companied the bent and lattened nails 
which paraded as part of the mecha-
nism and together they made it all look 
a bit more genuine. 
 The ivory pieces I rescued from the 
piano keys were considered for the 
typewriter keys, but it would use a lot 
of the ivory so hard won, and the char-
acters would have to be engraved and 
inked. Besides, I found a font on my 
computer with a typeface that was a 
good match for the original Sholes and 
Glidden keyboard. They were printed 
to size and to make them look old, I 
chose a yellowish background. Only 
one character was missing, but that 
was easily ixed.
 While on the computer, I did a 
Google search for Sholes and Glid-
den—something I should have thought 
of long, long ago—before I started. Up 
came more photos, including one with 
the original 1874 typewriter model 
mounted on the sewing machine-type 
stand, incorporating a foot pedal to re-
turn the platen. 
 No, I resisted making the stand: my 
work on the model was inished. The 
ine, gold line decoration could come 
later, and the beautiful bird and lower 
paintings could perhaps be added as a 
collage. 
 Meanwhile, I decided to take a pho-
to and e-mail Robert that I had found 
what looked like a renovated Sholes 
and Glidden at a garage sale—was he 
interested? And I think, at irst, he fell 
for it! ±

The author, Dr Keith Houston, a retired en-
tomologist, was president of the Woodcraft 
Guild of the Australian Capital Territory 
in Canberra when he built his homemade 
Sholes & Glidden.
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Ephemera by Peter Weil

The marketing histories of typewriters 
and tobacco paralleled each other and 

were oten intertwined, rising in the 1880s 
and falling in tandem over the next century. 
he relationship begins in tobacco advertis-
ing, but becomes far more frequent in mar-
keting by typewriter companies than vice 
versa. he advertising ephemera for both 
product categories are also paralleled by the 
history of gender relationships in Europe 
and America.1 
 From their origins in the 19th century, 
these themes can be seen clearly. Our irst 
example is a sardonic box end label for Busy 
Day Cigars, ca. 1884. Here we ind the boss 
reading his newspaper while enjoying his ci-
gar; at the same time, his secretary toils away 
on her typewriter. Her machine strongly 
resembles the Remington #2 that was the 
foundation of the success of the then-new 
Wyckof, Seamans, & Benedict irm. he 
secretary’s knowing look at her boss fur-
ther emphasizes the contrast in their posi-
tions in the oice. Until the third decade 
of the 20th century, the very large majority 
of primary consumers of all tobacco prod-
ucts on both continents were men. Cigars 
were their irst preference until about 1900, 
when cigarettes begin to be more frequently 
smoked. Beginning in the 1830s, cigars were 
branded by a German company (Bock), us-
ing cigar bands and then box labels.2 Dur-

�. Appreciation goes to Bert Kerschbaumer and Ed 

Neuert, who were especially helpful in providing 

materials for this article. I also want to thank Cor-

nelia Weil for her editing suggestions. All ephemera 

included here are from the author’s collection unless 

otherwise indicated.

�. A standard source on cigar and cigarette ephemera 

ing the ensuing years, two basic art 
styles developed especially for labels. 
One was a more formal, oten Span-
ish-named, “Havana” style that most 
frequently included royal and noble 
men and what were seen as major 
historical events, and the other the 
“American” style that focused on 
themes of popular pleasure, oten 
with humor. It is this style that we 
see in the “Busy Day” example and 
also in the trade card that follows. 
hese two artistic styles were used 
by companies on both sides of the 
Atlantic. By the mid-19th century, 
artists expressing both styles utilized 
chromolithography, embossing, and 

die cutting.3 he “Busy Day” label is an ex-
ample from the middle of what is consid-
ered by cigar box label collectors to be the 
“Golden Age.”4

 Another 19th century example of to-
bacco advertising that includes typewriters 
is this trade card� (ca 1887-89�) for Bride 
Tobacco, a product of a New York marketer, 
Mrs. G. B. Miller and Co. he card repre-

used for this and some other information here is 

Maurice Rickard’s Encyclopedia of Ephemera, �000, pp. 

94-99. Also, please see ETCetera #85 (March �009).

�. For discussion of these printing processes and their 

histories, see ETCetera issues #75 (September, �006) 

and #85 (March, �009).

4. www.cigarhistory.info/Site/Dating_boxes.html

5. For a discussion of the history of trade cards, see 

ETCetera # 75 (September, �006).

6. With appreciation to Tom Bobbit, who provided 

the dating in a personal communication September 

�5, �009.

sents the letter “T” in one of three alphabet 
sets produced for the company. Here, we 
ind a Sholes & Glidden-like machine (see 
the lywheel on the right side) being used by 
a woman, with the word “TYPE-WRIT-
ER” ambiguously applying to both the ma-
chine and her. Moreover, this is the earliest 
known example of what was to become a 
common theme in “humorous” postcards 
and stereo card series, that of the lascivious 
boss ogling or pawing his secretary who is 
then caught in the act by his wife.7

 he new century saw the typewriter 
companies themselves linking the enjoy-
ment and ease of use of their products to 
tobacco, speciically through the themes 
of the American style previously seen in ci-
gar company advertising.8 his large 190� 
poster advertising the Empire Typewriter 
to European customers is a ine example.9 
Here the young, up-to-date, well-dressed, 
successful oice staf member enjoys his cig-
arette apparently because of the ease of use 
of this “American” machine, in contrast to 
his elderly pencil-wielding colleague. While 
his speciic status is unclear (boss or secre-

7. Such themes relect broadly-held cultural as-

sumptions about secretaries that run from the �880s 

throughout the period examined here. For more on 

this, see ETCetera #75 (September, �006).

8. Tobacco companies did continue to associate their 

products with typewriters in the early �0th century, 

especially through ofering typewriters as premiums. 

In �90�, R.J. Reynolds ofered a Hartford #� for 9000 

tobacco bag tags. he ofer was made when Hartford 

was going into bankruptcy and could ofer the type-

writer at a price far below retail. See docsouth.unc.

edu/nc/rjrtags/ill56.html

9. From Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
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tary?), the typist’s smile communicates the 
manufacturer’s message of happiness creat-
ed by the low of his hand movements that 
imply the ease of use, speed, and eiciency 
of the Empire. 
 It was also in 190� that Hammond in-
troduced its new model 12. It was marketed 
by a German Hammond distributor with 
this ashtray. Objects speciically manufac-
tured as ashtrays were irst used in both 
hemispheres by the early 19th century, but 
the use of ashtrays as an advertising medi-
um is a 20th century strategy.  In this early 
example, a stamped metal tray is enam-
eled, and the message is then lithographed 
over the tray. Another early example, made 
of cast brass, was likely given in 1910 to a 

salesman as an achievement award by the 
Oliver Typewriter Company.10 In contrast 
to these early trays, during much of the cen-
tury, most typewriter-related ashtrays were 
made of molded glass or glazed pottery 
with the name of the company or retailer 
lithographed on them. Many of these were 
made in the form of the typewriter itself.  
Oten ashtrays were distributed to women 
secretaries as premiums, especially at mid-
century ater smoking in the oice became 

�0. Ed Neuert collection. he tray is embellished with 

some of the company’s marketing symbols, including 

the carnation—which stems from the advertising 

phrase “he Incarnation of Eiciency.” 

more acceptable by both genders.
 By the early 20th century, typewriters, 
smoking, and business success associated 
with clever men were becoming strongly 
linked in industrial societies. A piece of 
ephemera that says it all is this December 
1910 humorous German cartoon postcard 
that was mailed in Britain. A cigar-smoking 
Brer Rabbit types on his generic 19th cen-
tury upstrike typewriter while giving us a 
knowing eye and declaring “Business!” 

 Although cigars were beginning to fade 
in popularity among men during the period 
leading to World War I, they nevertheless 
were an important way to celebrate major 
accomplishments and continued to be ac-
cepted in playing that role until late in the 

century. Here is a rare Corona cigar 
box. While the tax label dates from 
1910-191�,11 the company was not cre-
ated out of the Standard Typewriter 
Co. until 1914, so it is reasonable to 
assume that the box and its contents 
represent the celebration of the name 
change. It is not at all clear to whom 
the individual cigars or whole boxes of 
them were given, but it is likely that they 
were distributed to both employees and 
customers alike. he Corona company 
continued its association with tobacco, 
advertising now and then the portabil-

ity of its products that allowed free choice 
of the location of work in connection with 
the alleged relaxation of smoking pleasure. 
For example, this vignette from a December 
1920 letterhead shows the typewriter and a 

��. www�.epinions.com/content_��4�6��588

smoking cigarette in the context of a home 
library or study.12

 World War I was a period of great ex-
pansion of tobacco marketing, especially 
cigarettes, and its immediate atermath saw 
the beginnings of major eforts to expand 
consumption of them by women.13 As early 
as 1921, women as well as men are shown 
in advertising as enjoying smoking. Very 
strikingly, in this Continental poster,14 a 
woman and her boss are represented in a 
kind of equality, standing together in the 
oice smoking cigarettes in the presence of 
the machine that, by implication, had the 
qualities to make this pleasure in a modern 

oice possible. However, the cultural real-
ity of the relationship between the men who 
were the smoking bosses and the non-smok-
ing women who were the employee secretar-
ies1� is more accurately represented in this 

��. he letterhead is from a Chicago distributor. 

��. See academic.udayton.edu/health/syllabi/to-

bacco/history.htm. Even by �950, however, women 

constituted only about one-third of cigarette smokers. 

See www.tobacco.org/resources/history/Tobacco_

History�0-�.html

�4. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.

�5. Women constituted only �4% of the cigarette 

market by �9�� (J. Goodman, Tobacco in History: he 

Culture of Dependence, �99�, p. �06) and most manu-

facturing and marketing companies still prohibited 

them from smoking while working.
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humorous August 1928 Life cover that al-
ludes to the business success of the portables 
introduced by Royal four years earlier that 
were aggressively marketed through their 
DUCO enamel colors. 
 During the decade following, Royal in-
troduced its new model #10SX, and the Re-
gal Typewriter Co., a rebuilder of Royals in 
New York City, began to ofer this desktop 
cigarette box, probably as a premium.1� It is 
made of cast iron and includes on the right 
side an indication of the touch tension scale 
that so strongly identiied the new model.17 
Several of these survive, and this is probably 
a good indication that a large number were 
given away. 

 Tobacco companies continued to asso-
ciate the claimed pleasure of their products 
with easing the all-day tedium and diicul-
ty of working on typewriters. For example, 
in 1937, Liggett & Meyers, makers of Ches-

�6. For more discussion of typewriter advertising 

premiums, see ETCetera No. 8�,September, �008.

�7. he cigarette box is shown with the lid closed. 

Note that the carriage return lever has been broken 

of. 

terield Cigarettes, produced a magazine ad 
centered on their product and the use of a 
193� “Floating Shit” model of the Corona 
Portable. he message was that smoking 
their product created enjoyment and made 
everyday life a fantasy—here, a tropical ad-
venture. 

 A fundamental component of smoking 
cigars and cigarettes is the lighting of the 
products, and typewriter companies joined 
other advertisers in North America and Eu-
rope in trying to meet the need. Especially 
given the themes of freedom and enjoyment 
so important to tobacco marketing, light-
ing devices needed mobility and portabil-
ity. he primary and most successful solu-
tion was the matchbook. Invented in 1892 
by the company that became the Diamond 

Match Co. in the U.S., the device was be-
ing used for marketing as a giveaway pre-
mium as early as 1898. As cigarette smok-
ing spread to more of both genders, and 
typewriters became a fundamental part of 
oice culture by the end of the 1920s boom, 
typewriter manufacturers and retailers in-
creasingly used matchbooks to advertise 
their wares and services, ultimately creating 
millions of them. Matchbooks remain the 
most frequently found typewriter ephem-
era. his 1939 LC Smith and Corona Co. 
matchbook (manufactured by Diamond 
Match) sells the Corona Speedline Portable 
in all its art-deco design and color. Match-

books were an extremely inexpensive means 
to address the problem of linking typewrit-
ers to a felt need associated with the tremen-
dous growth of tobacco consumption dur-
ing and ater World War II, but they failed 
to communicate the high status, quality, 
and success that the typewriter and other 
companies desired for their more important 
customers. For this, they turned to manu-
facturers of cigarette lighters, the most 
successful of which in the U.S. was Zippo. 
In this example, Remington celebrates its 
anniversary, probably in the early 1970s, 
by attaching an enameled medallion that 
includes the “Remington #1,” the Sholes 
& Glidden Type-Writer. While many such 
typewriter advertising lighters still survive, 
they are rare relative to typewriter-related 
matchbooks. 

 We complete our tour of typewriters 
and tobacciana with one of several series of 
cigar bands created by cigar companies in 
Europe that celebrated twenty-four antique 
typewriters. he example here is from the 
1974 Belgian Cogetama series that used the 
latest color photographic reproduction.18 A 
Blickensderfer Featherweight is one of the 
twenty-four illustrated in the series. Ironi-
cally, this tobacco-related series, which ap-
peared in the last days of the typewriter’s 
hegemony as a writing instrument and of 
the widespread use of tobacco products,19 
is back where the association began: cigars. 
Bound together in life as in death, typewrit-
ers and cigars, to paraphrase Jim Carrey in 
“he Mask,” were sssssmokin’!  ±

�8. www.gerardvaneijk.com/S/C/seriecogetama�.

html

�9. www.bigsiteofamazingfacts.com/history-of-to-

bacco
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Information on the odd machine 
invented by Lewis Dart of Hart-

ford, Connecticut is scarce in type-
writer literature. The device was 
advertised as a “marking machine” 
rather than a “typewriter,” which 
may have resulted in a lack of inter-
est from typewriter historians. The 
discovery of a somewhat diferent 
model earlier this year raised new 
interest and questions that had to 
be inally addressed.
 The Dart is designed not for 
writing letters, but for marking 
crates and packages, and making 
signs. In fact, it was advertised as 
“A Movable Typewriter for addressing 
Shipping Cases. Prints a plain, neat ad-
dress with great saving in labor and cost 
of maintenance.” Therefore, so far the 
main reason for including it in the 
world of typewriters has been that 
if we deine a typewriter as a device 
for printing characters one after 
the other, then the Dart certainly 
qualiies. What wasn’t clearly stat-
ed in available literature is that the 
Dart wasn’t patented as a marking 
machine but as an actual “type-writing 
machine”. Moreover, it was produced 
by a company named “type-writing 
machine company” of Hartford, CT. 
So did the inventor actually intend to 
build a typewriter and later understand 
that he could ind better luck using it as 
a marking machine? Did he irst patent 
it as a type-writing machine and later 
as a marking machine? Apparently not. 
Or better, someone else did…
 Lewis Dart applied for only one 
US patent related to type-writing ma-
chines. It was patent number 432,479, 
iled on October 3, 1888 and assigned 
on July 15, 1890. This patent obviously 
resembles the Dart Marking Machine. 
However, its design did not bear the 
characteristics of a moveable typewrit-
er; actually, it more closely resembled 
the design of the Crary typewriter, 

with a larger frame consisting of two 
elevated rails on which the body of 
the typewriter could slide, moving one 
space every time a character was print-
ed. The main limitation of this design 
is that the whole machine had to be 
“lifted bodily” if the line to be typed was 
longer than the length of the machine, 
which was very likely in the case of big 
shipping crates or large signs. 
 To improve this design fault, Samu-
el C. Hurlbut of Hartford, CT invented 
a machine, based on Dart’s original de-
sign, which got rid of the bulky frame 
and instead gained a velocipede-like 
shape, allowing the whole machine to 
move. Simple, but ingenious. From his 
patent application we can read: “The 
present machine, in lieu of having its frame, 
which carries the printing devices, movable 
along and upon an immovable support-
ing-frame, as shown in the application of 

said Dart, has its frame supporting the 
printing devices carried on wheels […] 
to propel the machine forward at each 
depression of the type drum […] to print 
a line of words or characters limited 
only by the length of the surface pro-
vided to receive such line of printing.” 
It was patent number 441,068, iled 
on May 3, 1889 and assigned on No-
vember 18, 1890. The design of this 
patent is almost identical to the 
Dart Marking Machine, with the 
only exception of a circular index 
plate that was modiied to semi-cir-
cular shape for actual production. 
All the mechanical characteristics 
of the inal product, however, are 
found in the machine described in 
the patent application.
 It is evident that Mr. Hurlbut 
gave full credit to Lewis Dart in 
his paper iles, describing his de-
sign as an improvement of Dart’s 
patent rather than his own inven-
tion. In fact, in the patent applica-
tion we ind that Mr. Hurlbut was 
assignor to the same “Type-writing 
Machine Co. of Hartford, Conn.” 

However, the irst question that comes 
out is why the name of Hurlbut never 
came up until now. Why was the ma-
chine only called “The Dart”? The re-
cent discovery of a previously unseen 
model of the machine might help us get 
some answers. 
 The model known so far is marked 
as follows on top:

THE “DART” MARKING 
MACHINE CO.

MANUFACTURERS
HARTFORD, CONN. U.S.A.

Model: 1894
Patented July 15 1890

“Model: 1894” presumably refers to the 
year this model was introduced. How-
ever, since it was the only model known 
and it looked exactly like the machine 

The Dart “Type-Writing” Machine
by Flavio Mantelli
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Left: Dart #16� (Mantelli collection).
 

Right: the more familiar, later type 
of Dart (Breker collection). 
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advertised, nobody ever considered 
that there could have been an earlier 
model. The recent discovery of a ma-
chine with a diferent nameplate indi-
cates that the 1894 model was, indeed, 
a second model. 
 The recently-discovered model (se-
rial number 164) is marked as follows 
on top:

Made by JNO. M. FAIRFIELD, 
Hartford, Conn.

Patented

Mechanically, the two models of the 
Dart are identical. To operate the ma-
chine, one turns the knob on top until 
the selector points at the desired char-
acter. This makes the central, vertically 
mounted typewheel revolve, brushing 
against an ink roller, until the desired 
character is pointing straight down. 
One then pushes the knob down in or-
der to print, which also advances the 
machine one space forward. The Dart 
uses rubber type, which prints capital 
letters only. The Dart’s dimensions are: 
typewheel diameter, 6 3/4"; character 
height, 1"; character width, 3/8". Com-
pared to the earlier model, the only ap-

parent diference in the 1894 model is 
the arrangement of the letters on the 
index. Both machines print 41 charac-
ters. But obviously, the manufacturer’s 
name is also diferent: who is Mr. Fair-
ield, and what does he have to do with 
the Dart Marking Machine?
 According to Geer’s Hartford City 
Directory No. 61 (July 1898-July 1899), 
John M. Fairield was president and 
treasurer of the Hartford Typewriter 
Co. It is also known that years ear-
lier, Mr. Fairield was already actively 
involved with typewriters and applied 
for a number of patents related to im-
provements in typewriting machines 
produced by the American Writing 
Machine Co., such as the Caligraph. 
However, he also designed an ink-roll-
er supporting device for printing ma-
chines (patent number 491,046, iled on 
April 27, 1892 and patented on January 
31, 1893). As we can see from the patent 
drawings, the machine he had in mind 
was the Dart Marking Machine. It is 
therefore possible to speculate that at 
the beginning (possibly around 1891, 
right after both Dart and Hurlbut pat-
ents were granted) Fairield produced 
the machine; however, it soon became 
evident to him that there was a possi-
bility of improving the inking mecha-
nism of the Dart, so he patented the 
improvement himself and production 
of the “improved” model widened in 
1894 to other manufacturers.
 Supporting this hypothesis, the 
1894 models feature the improved ink-
roller patented by Hurlbut, which is not 
found on the earlier machine. However, 
since it was an attachment it may sim-
ply be missing. It also remains unclear 
why the earlier machines produced by 
Fairield were not labeled “Dart Mark-
ing Machine.” Since the actual movable 
design was Hurlbut’s idea, it is plausible 
that there might have been a dispute 
about which name to put on the ma-
chine, Dart or Hurlbut. All these ques-
tions remain to be answered.
 Although now we know that at least 
two models were made and there is also 
evidence that the Dart was advertised 
as late as 1904, it probably never was 
a very successful item on the market 
since it is extremely rare today, with 
only a handful of specimens known to 

have survived. However, it certainly 
appeared useful enough for someone 
to try exporting it to Europe. Fried-
rich Müller’s Schreibmaschinen (1900) il-
lustrates and describes the machine in 
some detail, and Groyen & Richtmann 
of Cologne sold it in Germany for 45 
marks. ±
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Second annual collectors’ 
meeting in West Virginia

Nov. 1, �009

<  Travis Hamric (seated) shows 
guests his workshop. 

Fritz Niemann inspects some 
machines for sale. >

Travis’ Ellis typewriter-adder

Richard Polt tries to understand 
the workings of a Writing Ball. >

<  Peter Weil discusses the history
of the Standard Folding.

<  Herman Price’s Fürstenberg

Travis weighs a tiny Briggs as Jett Morton 
and Maddie Parra look on. At 6 lbs. 11.8 oz. 
(3.055 kg), the Briggs is not as light as the Ju-

venta 1 (� lbs. 11.� oz. = �.13 kg), or the Junior 
(predecessor of the Bennett: 
3 lbs. 9.7 oz. = 1.635 kg). >

Herman explains the diference between a 
little Perkeo and a not so little one.

Photos by Herman Price, Peter Weil, & Richard Polt
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August-September 2009
• IFHB reform proposals
• Bavaria portable
• Olympia museum, Wilhelmshaven

October 2009
• 20 yrs. of Galerie Alte Technik
• Schoolchildren & mech. calculators

November-December 2009
• Pappenheim IFHB meeting: many 
reforms adopted
• Meetings in Braak, Eichenau, & 
Watten (Austria) TW museum 

vol. 21, no. 4, November 2009
• Meeting in West Virginia
• Travis Hamric interview
• Mass. meeting update
• Portable showcase
• Pen on Fire: typewriter blog

The publishers of this magazine do not 
respond to queries from your editor. Any 

subscribers are invited to contribute a 
summary of its contents.

A

ro
und 

the World

Peter Weil sends in this recently discovered 
engraving of the Columbia Bar-Lock factory 

on 116th St. in New York City, built 1893.

New on the Shelf
Arnold Betzwieser: Kosmopolit
Lars Borrmann: Dactyle #97,  

Noiseless port., Underwood Elliott  
Fisher, Yost 10

Steve Brannon: Olympia SM3 
Mike Brown: Hammond 2 curved, early 

Royal 1, Royal Fleetwood w/ AM 
radio built into cover

Harold Chipman: Express
Will Davis: Continental Silenta, Fox 4, 

Junior 58
Jim Dax: Aug. 1874 typewritten  

letter by Judson D. Bingham
Don Feldman: Burroughs Moon  

Hopkins
Shannon Johnson: green Barr  

Universal #8951, Std. Fldg. #5811
Flavio Mantelli: Gardner (sold by  

Attila-Fahrrad-Werke, Dresden), 
Volksschreibmaschine

Jett Morton: Oliver 7, late Smith  
Premier 4 (like 5 w/ short carr.)

John Payton: Continental, Densmore 4, 
Noiseless 

Stellios Peios: Odell 1b, Salter 6
Richard Polt: Odell 2 check writer, 

Greek Oliver portable, Arabic  
Olympia SM5

Herman Price: Writing Ball #88 repro-
duction, Archo #913, red  
Bar-Let 1, National (1889) ribbon on 
wooden spools in box

John Pulley: Hermes Rocket,  
Underwood 1 #1744

Alan Seaver: 1944 Triumph Norm 6
Sirvent bros.: alum. Blick 8 #153543, 

Continental port. 200, Darling, 
Kosmopolit, Merritt A #331,  
Oliver 4 #D915, Yost 6

Mark Taf: Odell 1b, Yost table

Marketplace
For sale: Alfons Van Damme 

collection of 155 typewriters, in 
Belgium. Hammonds, Calig-
raph 2, Junior 58, Odell, Pitts-
burg, Tip Tip, Yost 10, etc. List 
& photos on request. Price ne-
gotiable. Liesbeth Van Damme, 
Liesbeth_vada@hotmail.com.

Wanted to buy or borrow: 
Quaife’s “Henry Roby’s Story 
of the Invention of the Type-
writer.” Jos Legrand,  
jjlegrand@hetnet.nl.

This Remington Rand no. 17 in Alan 
Seaver’s collection is truly a “red hot writer.”

From Our Members

The Typewriter Parts Exchange

A Resource for Collectors, 

Hobbyists, and Dreamers.

Ein Hilfsmittel fur Sammler, 

Liebhaber und Traumer.

www.thetypewriterpartsexchange.com

..

..
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 That cover bringing to life the en-
graving of Lillian Sholes at the keyboard 
of her dad’s invention made my day.
 You know how National Geographic, 
Sierra Club, etc. organize trips to exotic 
locations? ETCA needs to sponsor a ield 
trip to the Pedrali museum! Actually, we 
need to do a full continental tour. Eu-
rope seems to be where all the good stuf 
is these days.
 I was recently contacted by R.H. Kea-
ton’s grandnephew, who shared a few 
memories of “Uncle Homer.” He said 
he observed R.H. building music type-
writers by hand in his basement right 
up until a few months before his death 
in 1975. I always thought he had a small 
shop with a handful of staf where the 
typewriters were built. Maybe that was 
in the heyday. 
 I found a Butler Brothers Reming-
ton (SN BB2875) at a lea market. It has 
a button on the end of the platen that 
releases three prongs that pop up out of 
the rubber. Presumably, they are to help 
hold index cards or some such.
 
 Alan Seaver

Rochester, Minn.

Thanks for providing such a clear picture of 
this device (also discussed in issue 79, Editor’s 
Notes, and issue 80, Letters).

 On the diferent Juventas and Sabbs 
I have seen, the serial numbers are in 
diferent places and styles. Some have it 
on the inside of the front frame (right or 
left of the keyboard), some on the inside 
of the back frame (both visible from the 
underside). Some have it at the far end 
of the lower carriage rails (right or left 
side). Sometimes it is stamped, some-
times scratched. Some machines also 
have two very diferent numbers. The 
known numbers range from 218 to 15120. 

Some machines have no model number; 
others are labeled 2, 3, Standard, Stan-
dard 5, or M 28. The model numbers do 
not correspond to serial numbers. And 
the only signiicant technical diference 
that I know is the number of writing 
keys: 26 (like your machine [issue 87, p. 
2]) or 28.
 The names that I have seen are: Ju-
venta, Sabb, Merkur, Staford, Olympia 
and Corona. All very confusing... I never 
heard of any other example with that 
Corona relabeling. My Olympia is also 
a relabeling, using the original Olym-
pia script style. It is also repainted; un-
der the paint is visible on the front the 
name Juventa, and on the front frame 
the model number 5. 
 Italian made (primitive) typewrit-
ers are very often relabeled with names 
of serious brands. The Olympia brand 
seems to be a favorite for Italian “cop-
ies.”

Thomas Fürtig
Bamberg, Germany

 About ten minutes’ walk from my 
house there is a new bar called Under-
wood. They have a Underwood portable 
in a showcase as well as a Royal 5. 

Stellios Peios
Madrid

Letters  I was reminded of your article “Saved 
from the Key Bandits” in the March is-
sue when I received the latest edition 
of Fahrney’s Pens catalog, where I saw, 
to my dismay, typewriter-key cuf-links 
and a “typewriter 9-key bracelet” made 
with “Authentic typewriter keys from 
the 1920’s-1940’s.” Fahrney’s ought to be 
ashamed of themselves for promoting 
such cultural vandalism!
 Around 3 years ago, I purchased this 
1940s Royal portable from Cambridge 
Typewriter in Arlington, Mass. To me it 
is a thing of beauty, and the typed work 
it produces has a handsome and appeal-
ingly traditional appearance. I can type 
letters, manuscripts, records, charts, and 
legal forms at practically zero cost and 
without having to struggle with electron-
ic malfunctions or “crashes,” electrome-
chanical printer failures, expensive ink 
cartridges, and worries about replac-
ing costly equipment when it becomes 
obsolete. I like to think that my type-
writer connects me with a time when 
people cared more about the esthetics of 
things. Here’s to the continued use, in 
our “digital” age, of this supposedly ob-
solete technology!

Joshua Hirsch
Newton Highlands, Mass.

 [Tom] Hanks says it was in Cleveland 
that he started his hobby of collecting 
old manual typewriters after a repair 
shop owner refused to ix his plastic por-
table machine. That’s when he bought a 
Swiss-made typewriter that now sells for 
$695.

AP Story, Oct. 13, 2009, spotted by 
Dwayne Peacock, Winield, Kan.

Presumably that would be a Hermes �000, 
which is advertised at $695 on mytypewriter.
com.

Many of our readers—including Tilman 
Elster’s cat—particularly enjoyed our last 
cover. Compliments to model Beatrice Pedrali 
and photographer Silvano Donadoni.
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